2002…Could this be THE year?

I felt a little sadness as I boarded the flight back home to San Diego. After spending Christmas with my family it was hard to leave Texas and go back to my condo, where I lived alone with no family nearby. Yet, I had an excited feeling that 2002 might just be the breakthrough year I had been waiting so long for. Of course, I always felt a sense of optimism at the beginning of each year, but there was something different this time around. This time, I had a diagnosis and a promising treatment plan. The uncertainty and doubt that hung over the numerous comeback attempts of previous years had been replaced by a newfound confidence and a profound belief that THIS comeback would succeed. Knowing what I knew about pituitary failure it was obvious now why I had experienced so much frustration in the past. But now, it seemed so straightforward. According to my doctor it was simple: take your hormone medications, check the levels occasionally and before long you’ll be fully functional and back to your old self! 

At my annual New Year’s Eve party, it was obvious that I was getting my spark back. My friends remarked how nice it was to see the ‘old Jim’ again…the guy with the wacky sense of humor and a childlike enthusiasm for life. However, they responded with their usual skepticism when I insisted that I still planned to someday ride my Rocketwing in the local time-trial races. That bright red racing bike had been sitting front and center in my living room for over a year and a half. I hadn’t even ridden it once because I was still 70 lbs over the maximum weight limit of 200 lbs. But I knew how to lose weight and rebuild my fitness in record time - all I needed was a little wellness. Surely, by the end of 2002, I’d be less than 200 lbs, pedaling down the road on that sleek bicycle and once again riding like the wind… It was obvious that they felt it was naïve for this 47-year old guy to cling to his dreams with such childlike enthusiasm. “Jim, you don’t ride bikes anymore. Why don’t you just sell the Rocketwing? You could certainly use the money.” But even with flat tires and dust on the frame, that bike was staying in my living room as a symbol of hope and determination… I just had to accept that my friends didn’t get it, and probably never would… By the end of January, my plans started coming together. I had finally returned to work after being on short-term disability since early November. I was gradually getting back to riding my bike and was excited about my fitness plan and getting back in the choir. But it wasn’t long before storms began forming on the horizon…

At work, I sensed that my boss was doing everything possible to make my work environment miserable. My main duties were being handed over to other people and I was instructed to begin training another person to “help” me. However, I had a pretty good idea of what was going on. She was determined to replace the highly successful computer system that I had implemented for the customer service department 7 years earlier. But upper management had turned down her proposal to spend millions on a new system when I told them that I saw no business case for buying the new software she proposed. She was furious with me, but what else could I do? In my mind, the only thing to do was tell the truth - even when I knew it would rock the boat. But if doing the right thing and doing my job with professionalism and integrity meant risking my job, then so be it…

My doctor had emphasized that my body was very sensitive to stress and that the pressures of my computer job could easily lead to the adrenal exhaustion that forced me onto disability in the past. But I was confident that wouldn’t happen now that I getting treatment. How disturbing it was when I began to realize that stress indeed was affecting my ability do my job. Tasks that had been so simple for me throughout my computer career often seemed overwhelming. But I was sure that I could get through it by just pushing myself a little harder…that this was more a matter of determination than the effects of illness…

It was always great to hear from my Mom, but when I heard her trembling voice I knew that this was the call I had been dreading. My brother Jerry had suffered a stroke and was clinging to life. Ever since his heart attack in the summer of 2000, we knew that the odds were against him. But somehow, we hoped that our prayers, our love for him - and his incredible determination and enthusiasm for life would triumph. I’ll never forget that day - February 9, 2002. I was up all night pleading with God to spare my brother, to give him just one more chance… But by the next morning he was gone. At the young age of 49, my dear brother was gone… I guess I was too drained emotionally to cry or even feel anything other than shock. It just didn’t make sense. Jerry had fought so hard to turn his life around. The family was so proud to see him persevere over tremendous adversity to go back to school and earn an engineering degree. He’d turned his life over to God and I was certain that going forward he would continue to be an incredible testimony of the power of faith, hope and determination for many years to come… But now we had no choice but to let him go, trusting that someday we would all be together again...

Although I was still overwhelmed by the loss of my brother, I felt a renewed sense of purpose - how important it was to continue to fight the fight. I realized that when I hurt those who love me hurt, and any victory over illness would not only bring them joy, but maybe even give them and others the hope and determination to conquer their own battles in life. It was hard moving on without Jerry. But Jerry had always been my biggest cheerleader over the years… And in my heart, I knew that he still was…

